
“ONE”

The ANR headset that’s first  
in comfort, quality and performance?

This is the  
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The “ONE” with advanced 
comfort technology

Soft, Outlast® Fabric 
Head Pad with Sensory 
Comfort Technology 

Outlast® technology responds to your constantly changing skin temperature 
to help keep you comfortable during flight by managing heat build-up and 
moisture to delay the onset of sweat. Absorbs and stores excess heat to 
keep the head pad and top of your head cool, and gradually releases heat 
when conditions change.

Ultra-Comfortable Leatherette 
Ear Seals 

Plush, ‘over-the-ear’, Dura-Stitched  
leatherette ear seals reduce heat build 
up and provide a memory-foam seal for 
excellent noise attenuation.



Adjustable Suspension 
Assembly

Fully adjustable suspension assembly 
integrated with headband for  
personalized fit and comfort.

Swivel Hinge Stirrups

Disperse clamping pressure for secure 
yet comfortable fit and allow headset to 
conform to the sides of the head.

The “ONE” with innovative
design features 



The “ONE” with superior
ANR performance 

Hybrid ENC Technology

Provides best-in-class active  
noise reduction with  
feed-forward/feed-back 
technology. External  
microphone on dome  
picks up noise from the  
outside, before reaching  
the ear canal for superior  
noise attenuation.



 The “ONE” for you.

Adjustable Suspension 
Assembly

Fully adjustable suspension assembly 
integrated with headband for  
personalized fit and comfort.

Swivel Hinge Stirrups

Disperse clamping pressure for secure 
yet comfortable fit and allow headset to 
conform to the sides of the head.

Hybrid ENC Technology

Provides best-in-class active  
noise reduction with  
feed-forward/feed-back 
technology. External  
microphone on dome  
picks up noise from the  
outside, before reaching  
the ear canal for superior  
noise attenuation.

Compact, Lightweight 
Control Module
Module with intuitive control pad puts  
a variety of operational functions  
right at your  
fingertips.

Includes  
mounting  
clip for  
attaching to  
apparel or  
anywhere in  
the cockpit. 

Soft, Outlast® Fabric 
Head Pad with Sensory 
Comfort Technology 

Outlast® technology responds to your constantly changing skin temperature 
to help keep you comfortable during flight by managing heat build-up and 
moisture to delay the onset of sweat. Absorbs and stores excess heat to 
keep the head pad and top of your head cool, and gradually releases heat 
when conditions change.

Ultra-Comfortable Leatherette 
Ear Seals 

Plush, ‘over-the-ear’, Dura-Stitched  
leatherette ear seals reduce heat build 
up and provide a memory-foam seal for 
excellent noise attenuation.
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HYBRID

Performance Features 
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Features Benefits

Circum-Aural Design Lightweight, over-the-ear design with excellent 
passive and active attenuation

Hybrid Electronic Noise 
Cancellation

Provides best-in-class active noise  
cancellation

Bluetooth®  Wireless
Technology

Seamless integration for connection to cell 
phones, MP3, tablets or other personal devices

Reversible Boom  
Microphone

Allows for easy placement in left or right  
side positions

Dual Volume Controls Touch-key provides selectable volume levels
Fail-Safe Operation Ensures full communication in the event  

of battery loss or system failure
Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) Technology

Provides high fidelity audio for superior  
communications and music listening

Audio Mute Reduces auxiliary audio volume and  
prevents missed communications

Stereo/Mono Selection Compatible with all aircraft audio panel 
configurations

Dual and Single Plug  
Configurations

Standard dual plug GA configuration.  
Single plug, 6-pin connector (-XP Model) 

Five-Year Warranty Backed by industry leading customer service
Headset Weight Lightweight Suspension and design ‒ just 

12.3 ounces
FAA TSO C-139a Approved


